
Monday
01/21/2019

MLK Holiday - No School

Tuesday
01/22/2019

Extra Resources
Attachments
ForcesandMotionStudyGuide.docx

Intervention

Math
Add and subtract fractions/
line plots
LEARNING TARGET:I can
make a line plot to display
a data set of measurements
in fractions of a unit. ( 1/2,1/
4,1/8) I can solve word
problems involving
addition and subtraction of
fractions with like and
unlike denominators.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Use ppts from last
week to review with white
board practice from
fractions/line plots.

Independent: Use work
sheet from interactive
notebook as an exit slip
before going to centers.

CENTERS:
Small Group-TW work with
students for extra practice.
Technology-IXL L.11 and
W. 11
Making Meaning/
Application-partners for
fraction games

Wednesday
01/23/2019

Early Release

Extra Resources

Math
add and subtract fractions/
line plots
LEARNING TARGET:I can
make a line plot to display
a data set of measurements
in fractions of a unit. ( 1/2,1/
4,1/8) I can solve word
problems involving
addition and subtraction of
fractions with like and
unlike denominators.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Use ppt for extra
practice using white boards
whole group.

Independent:work sheet
from common core sheets
with word problems and
fractions.

CENTERS:
Small Group-TW work with
students for extra practice.
Technology-IXL L.11 and
W. 11
Making Meaning/
Application-partners for
fraction games
Interactive Notebook: SW
subtract mixed fractions
Task Cards: scavenger
fraction cards

Thursday
01/24/2019

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
add and subtract fractions/
line plots
LEARNING TARGET:I can
make a line plot to display
a data set of measurements
in fractions of a unit. ( 1/2,1/
4,1/8) I can solve word
problems involving
addition and subtraction of
fractions with like and
unlike denominators.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: SUMMATIVE

Independent: SW take the
math summative on adding
and subtracting fractions
and line plots

CENTERS:
Small Group-TW work with
students for extra practice.
Technology-IXL L.11 and
W. 11
Making Meaning/
Application-partners for
fraction games
Interactive Notebook: SW
subtract mixed fractions
Task Cards: scavenger
fraction cards

Friday
01/25/2019

Extra Resources
Park Day - Mehanja

Intervention

Math
add and subtract fractions/
line plots
LEARNING TARGET:I can
make a line plot to display
a data set of measurements
in fractions of a unit. ( 1/2,1/
4,1/8) I can solve word
problems involving
addition and subtraction of
fractions with like and
unlike denominators.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:

Independent: Finish any
centers that are not
complete.

CENTERS:
Small Group-TW work with
students for extra practice.
Technology-IXL L.11 and
W. 11
Making Meaning/
Application-partners for
fraction games
Interactive Notebook: SW
subtract mixed fractions
Task Cards: scavenger
fraction cards
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Interactive Notebook: SW
subtract mixed fractions
Task Cards: scavenger
fraction cards
Iready lessons: SW
complete two lessons.
Problem of the Day: none
this week
written: choose a prompt
complete the question in
five sentences.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE:data set, line
plot

RESOURCES: See
attachments
Attachments
centersheet118.docx
ImproperFractionsandMixedNumbersTaskCards.pdf

Science
Force and Motion
LEARNING TARGET: I can
investigate how the greater
the force applied to an object,
the greater the change in
motion will be of the object.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:

APPLICATION: Balloon
Launchers Lab - Student glue
lab sheet into their notebook

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: attract/

Iready lessons: SW
complete two lessons.
Problem of the Day: none
this week
written: choose a prompt
complete the question in
five sentences.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE:data set, line
plot

RESOURCES: See
attachments

Science
Force and Motion

SCIENCE FAIR:
PURPOSE AND
HYPOTHESIS DUE

• Go over science fair
questions, conference with
students

• Catch up/review force and
motion

Iready lessons: SW
complete two lessons.
Problem of the Day: none
this week
written: choose a prompt
complete the question in
five sentences.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE:data set, line
plot

RESOURCES:See
attachments

Science
Force and Motion
LEARNING TARGET: I can
investigate the relationship
among mass, force, and
motion.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• http://studyjams.scholastic.com/

studyjams/jams/science/
index.htm

APPLICATION: Toy Cars
Lab (Investigating Force,
Mass, & Friction) - Give
students different toy cars
and a ramp to answer the
following questions:
1. How can I make my car go
faster/further/increase
distance?
2. How can I make my car
slow down/decrease
distance, or stop?

Iready lessons: SW
complete two lessons.
Problem of the Day: none
this week
written: choose a prompt
complete the question in
five sentences.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE:data set, line
plot

RESOURCES:See
attachments

Science
Force and Motion
Summative - Force and
Motion
Standards

SC.5.P.13.1 Identify familiar
forces that cause objects to
move, such as pushes or
pulls, including gravity acting
on falling objects. (DOK 1)
SC.5.P.13.2 Investigate and
describe that the greater the
force applied to it, the greater
the change in motion of a
given object. (DOK 2)
SC.5.P.13.3 Investigate and
describe that the more mass
an object has, the less effect
a given force will have on the
object's motion. (DOK 2)
SC.5.P.13.4 Investigate and
explain that when a force is
applied to an object but it
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attraction, balanced forces.
direction, distance, force,
friction, gravity, magnetism,
motion, newton (N), position,
pull, push, repel/repulsion,
speed, spring scale,
unbalanced forces

RESOURCES:
Standards

SC.5.P.13.2 Investigate and
describe that the greater the
force applied to it, the greater
the change in motion of a
given object. (DOK 2)

Attachments
MarshmallowLaunchers.docx

3. How can I make my car
change directions?

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: attract/
attraction, balanced forces.
direction, distance, force,
friction, gravity, magnetism,
motion, newton (N), position,
pull, push, repel/repulsion,
speed, spring scale,
unbalanced forces

RESOURCES:

Standards
SC.5.P.13.1 Identify familiar
forces that cause objects to
move, such as pushes or
pulls, including gravity acting
on falling objects. (DOK 1)
SC.5.P.13.2 Investigate and
describe that the greater the
force applied to it, the greater
the change in motion of a
given object. (DOK 2)
SC.5.P.13.3 Investigate and
describe that the more mass
an object has, the less effect
a given force will have on the
object's motion. (DOK 2)
SC.5.P.13.4 Investigate and
explain that when a force is
applied to an object but it
does not move, it is because
another opposing force is
being applied by something in
the environment so that the
forces are balanced. (DOK 3)

does not move, it is because
another opposing force is
being applied by something in
the environment so that the
forces are balanced. (DOK 3)

Attachments
ForceandMotionSummative.docx
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